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NEW DELHI, Dec 1: A row

erupted today over West Ben-

gal Chief Minister Mamata

Banerjee!s IndiGo flight being

made to hover over Kolkata

after the plane was reportedly

low on fuel and it echoed in

Parliament where TMC al-

leged threat to her life while

the Centre asserted no one

was in danger.

Aviation regulator DGCA

ordered an inquiry into the in-

cidents of as many as three

flights, including one carrying

Banerjee, reporting low fuel

yesterday at the same time.

TMC vice-president Mukul

Roy alleged that a conspiracy

was hatched to eliminate Ban-

erjee and dashed off a letter to

Civil Aviation Minister Ashok

IndiGo says plane
had adequate fuel

NEW DELHI, Dec 1: Amid allegations that its aircraft

carrying Mamata Banerjee was made to hover over Kolkata

airport putting at risk passengers! safety, IndiGo today said

the plane was delayed due to congestion before making a

normal landing yesterday and had adequate fuel.

In a detailed statement, IndiGo said the flight 6E 342 with

174 passengers onboard made a "normal landing# at Kolkata

airport and that its captain did not declare a fuel priority or an

emergency, though there was some misunderstanding be-

tween the Air Traffic Controller and the pilot.

A political row has erupted over Banerjee!s IndiGo flight

from Patna to Kolkata being made to wait despite the plane

reportedly low on fuel with TMC members raising the issue

in Parliament today. The party has demanded a probe to find

out if there was any conspiracy against the West Bengal Chief

Minister. $ PTI

Row over Mamata flight incident echoes in Parliament
Gajapati Raju, demanding a

thorough inquiry by his minis-

try to unearth the truth.

IndiGo on its part said its

flight carrying the Trinamool

Congress supremo was delayed

due to congestion over Kolkata

before making a normal landing

and had adequate fuel.

In a statement, IndiGo said the

flight 6E 342 with 174 passen-

gers on board made a "normal

landing# at Kolkata airport and

that its captain did not declare a

fuel priority or an emergency,

though there was some misun-

derstanding between the Air

Traffic Controller and the pilot.

According to IndiGo, the

misinterpretation of informa-

tion by ATC controller, led the

ATC to instruct fire engines

and ambulances to be stationed

at the airport. TMC raised the

issue in both Houses of Parlia-

ment alleging that Banerjee!s

flight was made to hover over

Kolkata airport last evening for

about half an hour despite the

pilot reporting that the plane

was low on fuel.

The government vehe-

mently denied any design say-

ing just when West Bengal

Chief Minister!s Patna-Kolka-

ta Indigo flight reported low

on fuel, two other flights of Air

India and SpiceJet also called

in with the same problem.

Banerjee!s flight hovered

over Kolkata airport for only

13 minutes and it was ensured

that the aircraft landed in a safe

and orderly manner, Lok Sab-

ha and Rajya Sabha were in-

formed by Raju and his deputy

Jayant Sinha respectively.

The Directorate General of

Civil Aviation (DGCA) ordered

an inquiry to find out how three

flights at the same time could

fly low on fuel into Kolkata

when the norms mandate them

to carry enough fuel to enable

hovering for 30-40 minutes as

well as to carry it to the near-

est diversion airport, which in

this case was Bhubaneshwar

Alleging a threat to the life of

Banerjee, who is at the fore-

front of anti-demonetisation

campaign, TMC leader in Lok

Sabha Sudip Bandopadhyay said

the government should rise to

the occasion and find out wheth-

er there was a conspiracy. $ PTI

Oppn for President intervention

on IT Amendment Bill issue
NEW DELHI, Dec 1: Op-

position parties which have

been protesting against de-

monetization today decided to

approach President Pranab

Mukherjee on the Income Tax

Amendment Bill to seek his

intervention, alleging that the

measure was hurriedly passed

in Lok Sabha without follow-

ing the rules.

A meeting of opposition

parties was held in the cham-

ber of Leader of Opposition in

Rajya Sabha Ghulam Nabi

Azad today morning. It was

decided that their delegation

will meet Mukherjee this

evening.

A united opposition will also

hand over a memorandum to

the President raising the issue

of "trampling# of democratic

rights of MPs as the bill was

passed without discussion amid

din due to BJP!s "brute major-

ity# in the Lower House, lead-

ers said after the meeting.

"Representatives of a

number of opposition parties

met and decided to approach the

President on the issue of In-

come Tax Amendment Bill

passed in Lok Sabha,# Azad said.

The opposition is also alleg-

ing that since Presidential as-

sent was not sought beforehand

on the amendments in the Bill,

it amounted to "undermining#

the authority of the President

and rules and procedures were

not followed. $ PTI
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